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Rec Center Rounds the Corner

UMaine
practices
safe texts
Messaging system will
keep students aware
By Jennifer Vincent

Adrianne Hess + The Maine Campus
First-year Adrianna Gomez and Alexandra Pisarek corner the new indoor track, training for sports teams they hope to join.

New rec center shapes up
By Emily Southwick

State of the art
facility opens
doors to students
and community

University of Maine students returned this fall to
find afew new upgrades on campus.The biggest and
perhaps most anticipated addition to the University
is the Student Recreation and Fitness Center.
The 87,000 sq. ft., $25 million facility boasts a
cardio area with a total of almost 90 machines. There
is an elevated track, basketball courts and two multi-

Hilltop Commons
gets unwrapped
By Jess Fish
This year the University of
Maine is welcoming back all
students to the brand new
Hilltop Commons. After a year
of renovation, Hilltop is back in
business with more to offer.
With cafe seating, marketplace
options and a wide range of
food choices the facility now
has something for even the
fussiest eater.
original
Hilltop
The

1611

purpose rooms where a variety of classes are offered.
The indoor pool combines a giant hot tub, lap lanes
and a vortex area, which includes a set up to host
volley ball games.
"It's amazing, huge, new and definitely needed,"
said junior biology major Shaunna Weston.
"Everything gets old," Weston said, referring to the
former gym, Latti Fitness Center. "It's nice to have

A high-class act

imp P01
Want to get your opinion on thefrontpage?

By Brian Chalifour

Commons was built in 1968 and
featured two cafeteria-style
lunch lines. Entrances were on
the ground floor and sloped
upward to an elevated dining
area where students could eat
whatever they had chosen from
the deli, grill, or daily menu.
However, times have changed,
and after decades of gradual
improvement, the campus community and an outside consultant decided the time was ripe

While the incoming freshman class has been on campus for less than two weeks,it has already made history.
This year marts the largest freshmen class at the
University of Maine,totaling close to 2,105 students. The
University has been growing steadily over the past five
years by two and a half percent annually. The class of
2011 is approximately 9 percent larger than last year's
freshmen class.
When asked about the incoming first-years, Robert
Kennedy, President of the University, explained that
"this data reflects UMaine's unique and vital role within
the state." Kennedy also remarked that the average SAT
score for freshmen is 107,beating the national average
of 1017. Not only does Kennedy see an increase in intel-

See HILLTOP on page 5

See FIRST-YEARS on page 5

Sept. 11, 2001. From a distance.

See TEXT on page 5

See REC on page 4

First-years set UMaine record

On the heels of the Virginia
Tech shooting last April, colleges
and universities across the country are taking steps to improve
security on their campuses and
the University of Maine is no
exception.
"We carefully considered our
campus, our campus community,
and the needs of this community,"
said Dean of Students Dr. Robert
Dana. With that in mind, public
safety and communication officials have established a new
multi-dimensional approach to
security and emergency notification this semester. Its cornerstone
is a web alert system, referred to
as the UMaine.txt program.
This new messaging system is
from the national web-based campus
provider
services
e2campus.com. The system will
alert students of emergencies on
campus or class cancellations due
to severe weather. The system can
deliver messages to registered email address, cell phones, PDAs,
pagers, RSS readers and Google,
AOL or Yahoo home pages.

The new rec center is about as
fun as a pulling teeth.
The University of Maine student newspaper since 1875

Does the softball team's actions in
2005-06 look like hazing to you? To
place your vote, please visit our Web
site, www.mainecampus.com

20

Sports • Men's soccer
improves from last year.
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Greek housing gets
Zipcar viewed as possible
solution to parking problem funding for face-lift
By Eryk Salvaggio

long term, the program could reach up to 22 cars at
full capacity. By Zipcars estimates, this would free an
Student Government is placing their bets on a long- additional 431 parking spaces for UMaine residents.
term solution to the campus parking problem. Tuesday This number is based on an assumed 10% participanight the General Student Senate unanimously tion of University residents, or 1,078 students.
approved a resolution giving Derek Mitchell, vice
"We understand that there will be a slow ramppresident of student entertainment, the ability to nego- up," Mitchell said, adding that he and GSS would be
tiate a deal to bring Zipcars to the University of Maine. able to evaluate the response on campus and adjust
Zipcar is essentially a simplified, Web-based alter- the program according to usage. If demand begins to
native to car rentals. Cars will be placed in special peak, new cars could be rolled out within a week. In
parking spaces around campus. Interested drivers can the first day that the program had been available at
register for the service online, at which point they Bates College,twenty users had signed up. Mitchell is
receive a "Zipcard." Cars are initially available 24 responsible for monitoring the program and canceling
hours a day,every day of the week. When they want to the contract if it appears the program will result in a
use a car, users log in to see the hours the car is avail- financial burden to the senate.
able. Once they sign up for a time, other users see that
Zipcars role in the parking problem, Mitchell
time span as reserved. This informaexplained, is to encourage incoming
tion is sent electronically to the
residents to leave cars at home
selected vehicle. When it is time to
based on the presence of the prouse the car, drivers wave their
gram. As fewer students bring cars
Zipcard at the car and get access to "One ofthe realpoints to campus, Mitchell could introduce
the vehicle.
ofthe program is the more Zipcars; a cycle that Mitchell
The cost of the service for stubelieves will also have an impact on
environment."
dents has yet to be determined, and
pollution.
Mitchell is encouraging student
"One of the real points of the
Derek Mitchell program is the environment,"
feedback in order to determine interest and costs. By comparison, Bates
Vice President Mitchell said. Cars available from
College in Lewiston, Maine, which
Student Entertainment the company include the Toyota
introduced the program at the beginPrius, an electric-and-gas hybrid
ning of September, charges $7.00
vehicle. Mitchell said that while
per driving hour with a $35.00 annumany students may desire more ecoal membership charge. Zipcar provides basic insur- logically friendly vehicles, they are out of the price
ance coverage as well as covering the cost of gasoline range many college students can afford. Zipcar would
and regular maintenance. The company will also pay a solve that problem by putting these cars into the regpoint person to make sure cars are in drivable condi- ular rotation.
tion.
"I think it's something we should really look at,"
As part of the contract with Zipcar, GSS would Alan Stormann, the assistant director for parking and
have to agree to a revenue guarantee, a rate of transportation services said. "We want to make sure
$18,000 a year. If revenue fell below this amount,stu- students have the opportunity to do things that they
dent government would make up the funds. Initial want to do."
start-up costs approved for the program by student
Stormami also said that the Zipcar program would
government included $4,000 toward the revenue help cut greenhouse gas emmissions and possibly preguarantee, as well as moving $1,000 from student vent more parking lots from being built.
Mitchell said he was also taking into account the
entertainment in order to cover additional marketing
endeavors.
demand on campus for pick-up trucks, which would
'The revenue guarantee might sound daunting," be available for students looking to move large items
Mitchell said. However,the guarantee breaks down to without needing to borrow one. Cars that might appeal
the car being reserved for six hours of use per day, a to some students also include the Mini-Cooper, which
number that Mitchell feels is a reasonable expecta- is also on the list of available vehicles.
tion. Cars could be pulled off the road at any time, so
Zipcar is the brainchild of Robin Chase and Antje
if the program were losing money, Mitchell and the Danielson, both Cambridge residents, who introduced
senate could terminate the contract.
the program to Boston in June of 2000. The company
Corporate estimates from Zipcar approximate an markets itself as an environmentally friendly alternaaverage of 19 cars taken off the road for every car it tive to car ownership, since the reservation system
brings in. Though the GSS program will only intro- encourages users to plan trips that are more efficient to
duce two cars at its inception, Mitchell said that in the save time.

GSSgrants $15,000 toward beautificationfund
By Eryk Salvaggio
A session of the General
Student Senate resulted in a
new grant program for Greek
Life organizations on campus.
Combined with other expenditures, the senate dispersed
$38,407 of its available funds,
leaving
an
excess
of
$44,330.40 before it collects
student activity fees in
October.
In the largest expenditure,
President William Pomerleau
presented a resolution to create
a "Greek Grant Program,"
which would allocate $15,000
to the beautification of Greek
Houses which participate in the
program. The grant requires
that any Greek organization
participating in the project use
the funds for external improvements. The resolution defines
"external" as "improvements
of the chapter house visible to
a regular person standing outside."
The $15,000 would be
divided equally among applicants, with unused portions
returning to the General
Student Senate's "unallocated
fund," the general reserve used
to fund various clubs and
organizations throughout the
semester.
Organizations that do not
have a chapter house could
also request funding for beautification programs on the
University of Maine campus.
However, service organizations not affiliated with the

COMMUNITY CALENDAR
FRIDAY

12 p.m. Advance Wood
Composites Engineering
SEpr
Center, second floor
Arno Frushwald from
73
the University of
Hamburg will lecture on -"European Research Trends for
the Wood Chain."

11 a.m. Room 354,Aubert Hall
Walker Smith will lecSEpr
ture about ocean productivity as part of
the School of
Marine Sciences
Seminar Series.

SATURDAY
All Day on campus
The New Student
Programs will be hosting this campus wide
event at no charge.

14

9:30 a.m. Highmoor Farm,
Monmouth
A tour and educational discussion of fruits, vegetables and
weeds will be held at
Highmoor Farm in Monmouth
between 9:30 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Students are asked to bring a
bag lunch.

3:10 p.m. Room 102, Murray
Hall
The lecture "Feedbacks
Between Ecology and Evolution
Featuring Alewives as Predators
and Zooplankton as Prey" by
Eric Palkovacs will be held.

high
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Friday I Sunny

74 49
Saturday I Rain likely

65 43
high
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Sunday I Rain likely

62 41
high

To submit your event to The Maine Campus community calendar; please send time, day, date, location and fee information to HeatherSteeves@umit.maine.edu, or drop it off in our offices, located in the basement of Memorial Union.
Deadlines for submissions are 9 a.m. Sunday for Monday publication and 9 am Wednesday for Thursday publication.
,

See GREEK on page 3

Orono Is five-day forecast
Thursday I Sunny

THURSDAY

Intra Fraternity or Panhellenic
Councils are not eligible for
the funding, which Pomerleau
explained was a result of unaffiliated financial oversight for
those organizations.
The Greek Grant Program,
if divided equally among the
15 fraternities and 7 sororities
that have houses, breaks down
to $681 per chapter.
The proposal was the most
debated resolution of the
evening.
"We've given tens of thousands of dollars over the years
to groups that have 20 or 30
students," Vice President
Stephen Moran stated in
defense of the proposal.
"Greek life has nearly 700 students."
"If they want to come to us
individually, they could — and
we could approve $600 for a
new mailbox, and not $15,000
for everyone." said Sen. Abtin
Mehdizadegan.
passed,
resolution
The
granting financial oversight of
the program to Pomerleau and
cabinet.
the
executive
Pomerleau assured the senate
that projects that were incomplete would be considered in
debt to the fund even if the supplies were purchased with
authorization, stressing that the
grant is to achieve the result of
campus beautification.
"It's not often that we do it,
but I think it's acceptable,"
Pomerleau said. "Particularly

low

Monday I Mostly sunny

65 46
high

low
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UMAINE STUDENT GOVERNMENT PRESENTS

•

SATURDAY,OCTOBER 27
8:00 PM
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
ALFOND ARENA
PUBLIC
UM STUDENTS
TICKETS ON SALE
TICKETS ON SALE
MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 17 MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 24
9:ooAm
9:00Am
SEATING:$20
FLOOR:$24

SEATING:$28
FLOOR:$32

TICKETS AVAILABLE AT THE
ALFOND ARENA TICKET OFFICE
CHARGE BY PHONE:(207)581-BEAR
BUY ONLINE:UMAINETIX.COM
*UMAINE STUDENTS MUST BUY TICKETS AT TICKET OFFICE*

PRODUCED BY STUDENT ENTERTAINMENT
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'fliouth
What is the worst advice you
could give to a first-year?

Hang out with PACO.
Colin Perhouse
psychology
year
4th

Grant allows UMaine to
study recycling efficiency
cardboard out to the garbage and he had to walk
by the recycling container to throw the cardA $6,000 grant given to the Green Campus board in the dumpster. I don't think it's laziness
Initiative this summer is going toward improving in the students, I think it's a lack of awareness."
Both GCI and Residential Life are implementrecycling efforts on campus. The grant allows
ing
new programs to help students become more
GCI to begin assessing non-residence hall buildaware
of what is reccylable. Every dorm room
ings so sustainable recycling programs can be
now has a small blue bin and every floor has a
implemented.
The grant, given by the Johnson Controls larger blue bin for paper recyclable. Signs with a
Educational Giving Program, enables GCI to picture of Uncle Sam saying, "We Want Your
create a paid position for a student auditor to Paper," as well as flyers in every bathroom stall
review how effectively the academic buildings are prominent in every residence hall.
GCI is also organizing sustainability
on campus are recycling. This will more than
double the number of buildings GCI previously programming for the First Year Residential
Experience students, which
had access to, due to funding
includes a showing of "An
restrictions.
Inconvenient Truth" and students
The new student auditor will
• discussing their time abroad in
examine each department's
Africa and how they dealt with
offices to look for inefficiencies. f'Sustainability
limited resources.
GCI Coordinator, second year
So far, the new promechanical engineering major
'JP
gram appears to be getting resiMichael Parker explains, "If a
dents
on
track.
Mariah
department has a break room
with a fridge, it is a waste for
Tara Loomis Cunningham, a third-year joursomeone to have a mini fridge in
Head of nalism major and resident assistheir office to keep a bottle of
Residence Life tant in Stodder Hall, has already
begun to notice a positive
water cold. Students end up paychange. "So far it seems to be
ing for that."
working," she said. "The recyParker is looking forward to
utilizing the grant to raise awareness. "It allows cling bin was full last time I checked."
us to move into another part of campus to have a Cunningham is doing her part to help by making
more holistic approach to the problem," he said. a bulletin board of completely recycled paper.
She believes the lack of recycling is a combina"I think it will expand our effectiveness."
Expanding effectiveness is something the tion of both student laziness and unawareness.
University desperately needs. Of all the poten- "It gets confusing because we can only recycle
tially recyclable materials used last year, only plastic number two," she said. "I just want stutwo percent was recycled. For the head of dents to stop wasting so many plastic bags." The
Residence Life, Tara Loomis, that number is R.A.'s are also going to work toward greenunacceptable. "We want to change that number themed programming this year.
This is a change from years past.
to twelve percent by the end of this year," she
"Sustainability
is a major focus for us this year,"
said.
Parker would also like to see an improvement said Loomis.
A liaison between GCI and Residential Life
but needs help from the entire University. "I'd
love to raise it to twelve percent," he said. "It's has been appointed to ensure direct communicaon GCI to try and inform people, but it's on the tion between the two groups.
Despite last year's recycling performance, or
general campus population to improve."
Loomis said the first step to improve recy- lack thereof, Loomis remains hopeful. "Twelve
cling is to improve awareness in the student percent is just a benchmark. I think we can do
body. "Last year," she said,"I saw a student take much better than [that]."

By Sam Cohen

is
a major focus for
us this year.

Get a parking spot 10
minutes before class,
Joe Mitchell
2nd year theater

Stay away from me. ,
Mike Sylvanus ;
4th year mass
communications !

Eat at the commons,

time, which is from 3:30 in the campuses across the United States
have anything comparable. Not
afternoon until 8 p.m.
The only negative feedback wearing street shoes on the hardHunt has heard so far surrounds wood activity floors and wiping
from page 1
the lack of clocks in the building, down machines after using them
new places [like the Rec Center]. and ensures students the time- are simple ways students can help.
pieces are on their way.
All full time students were
It's refreshing."
The quantity and variety of automatically charged $98 dollars
Senior Associate Dean of
Students, and former Campus machines seems to be what has on their bill this semester to cover
Director, Kenda everyone talking the most. "I'm the building costs and gain a
Recreation
Scheele has invested time in the still kind of overwhelmed," said membership, regardless
of
Rec Center from the beginning. Mason Carney, a sophomore whether they wanted one or not.
"I've never seen a better looking physics major, who is looking for- There is an exemption process if
Rec Center," she said proudly,"and ward to spending time in the new students do not wish to pay the
racquetball courts.
fee, but Dean Scheele says that
I've seen a lot of them."
For Erika Rodrique, second only about 30 students have choScheele believes that the Rec
Center is not only a place to go and year biology major and mother of sen to opt out; those who did were
work out, but also a social center two, the best part is the pool; it's a either studying abroad or student
for people to meet, talk and enjoy fun, refreshing place for the little teaching at other schools around
one another's company. 'The best ones. As for herself: "I love the the country. Weston conceded, as
part for me is to see how well variety of equipment and the num- other students have so far, that
received [it's been] by students and ber of[machines] compared [with after seeing the facility the fee is
employees alike," Scheele said. Lath]. I'm very impressed. It's a going to be worth it and "it makes
you want to go." Faculty, staff and
big improvement."
"Everyone is thrilled with it!"
The Rec Center is one of the local residents can also purchase
Jeff Hunt, current Director for
Campus Recreation, said he is first in the nation to receive the passes on their own. Memberships
pleased with the outcome: "it's full U.S. Green Building Council's are being sold through Campus
LEED certification. This means Recreation, located in the
of people!"
Earlier this week on Monday, the facility has higher perform- Memorial Gym or by calling 581the 15,000th person walked ance standards than regular build- 1082.
The Rec Center's hours are
through the doors; average atten- ings. This is part of the
dance varies from 1,400 to 2,000 University's campus-wide effort 5:30 am. to midnight on weekdays and .10 a.m. to 10 p.m. on
users each day. While a shortage to become more energy efficient.
of equipment is unlikely, Hunt
Scheele encourages students to Saturday and Sunday.
warns students who like to work be "good stewards of this magnif"Come check it out," Hunt
out in peace and quiet to avoid the icent building" and to appreciate encourages students. "It's a beautiearly morning rush and the busiest their access to it, since very few ful building and it has a lot to offer."

Rec Center

Stacey Kendall
2nd year secondary
education

Try to emulate Lindsay
Lohan as frequently as 1
possible.
Sarah Murrell
2nd year theater

Spring Break 2008
Sell Trips, Earn Cash and Go Free.
Call for group discounts.
Best Prices Guaranteed!
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, South Padre, Florida.
800.648.4849 or www.ststravel.com
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Text

I.

rOuICe
The best from Orono, Old Town and
UMaine's finest

Beat

Man on lawn of Carnegie Hall
with knife
A man was arrested after being found intoxicated and unconscious on the front lawn of Carnegie
Hall at 11:17 p.m. on Aug. 31. A passerby found
Brian O'Connell, 22,from Bar Harbor, and called
an ambulance. When a police officer arrived on the
scene, he discovered O'Connell was currently on
bail with the condition to not possess or consume
alcohol. Upon arrest, officers found a 4-inch steel
knife in his pocket. He was charged with violation
Of conditional release and trafficking dangerous
knives. O'Connell was transported to Penobscot
County Jail.

Man banned from campus
At 8:22 p.m. on Sept. 6,a resident of Knox Hall
reported being followed and threatened by her exboyfriend, Brian Cresoe, 19, of Skowhegan. The
victim heard Cresoe state that he was going to kill
someone with his skateboard. Police were unable
to locate Cresoe that evening. However, at 9:15
a.m., the victim reported Cresoe at her door. The
police made contact, charged him with "criminal
threatening," and barred him from campus.

Marijuana in Oxford Hall
An officer on foot patrol in Oxford Hall charged
a resident with possession of marijuana and possession of drug paraphernalia at 9:56 p.m. on Sept.
8. Alexander Tomasik, 18, of Orono, admitted to
smoking marijuana and turned over a glass pot
pipe that still had marijuana inside.

Vehicle problems at Hilltop
The tire of a Volkswagon Jetta parked in the

Hilltop
from page 8
for a drastic upgrade.
Due to these efforts, Hilltop
Dining Commons was reborn.
The new facility sports several
modern additions, including a
new marketplace, a patio and a
wide selection of ethnic
recipes. The whole interior has
been re-designed to provide
efficient, professional service
for students and faculty who
simply do not have the time for
a sit-down meal. Instead of the
conventional cafeteria line,
Hilltop patrons can now choose
their meal from six stations that
offer different specialties.
With the exception of the
Carver's station, each of these
options are grouped around a
central cooking area where students can watch their food be
prepared before their eyes. First
year engineering major Sean
Green "enjoyed the fact that
they make the food in front of
you. You're not wondering
about the conditions the food
you are consuming was made
in. The cooks are friendly and
interactive and responsive to
our needs."
Of course, nothing is perfect, and students have had
mixed reactions about navigating the new system. "There
seems to be a bit of disorganization as far as moving people
through lines because the serving area is round and it's hard
to tell which direction the line
should move," commented
fourth-year mechanical engi-

from page 1

Hilltop Lot was reported damaged on Sept. 5 at
8:08 p.m. The tire was punctured by what
appeared to be a sharp object, according to campus
security.
In a second incident, also occurring in the
Hilltop Lot, a resident of Sommerset Hall reported
a damaged mirror on a Saab at 12:35 p.m. on Sept.
8. Damages are estimated at $150.
A resident of DTAV reported a stolen Garmen
GPS at the value of $400 from their unlocked
Dodge Neon parked in the Hilltop Lot on Sept.9 at
5:08 p.m. All three cases are still under investigation.

Dehydrated Dogs
Police entered a vehicle parked in the MCA lot
and rescued two heavily panting dogs in 87-degree
weather at 3:30 p.m. on Sept. 7. The dogs were
taken to the station where they were fed and
hydrated. Owner Kathleen Frost,24,of Old Town,
has been summoned to court for cruelty to animals.

Money-munching ATM
A UMO student reported losing $300 to the
University Credit Union ATM on Sept. 6 at 9:47
am. He tried withdrawing $300 and cancelled the
transaction because the machine did not appear to
be working properly. He tried to withdraw the
money again and was denied, due to insufficient
funds. The student called his bank and learned that
$300 was recorded as being withdrawn from his
account. He has been referred by his bank to file a
dispute with the University Credit Union.

Students and campus employees
can register up to two phones on
the Public Safety page of the
University website and select
which types of notifications they
would like to receive.
In the case of an emergency, a
newly installed siren atop the
Class of 1944 Hall will sound,
alerting students and faculty
across campus to seek further
information and instructions. At
this point, UMaine.txt subscribers
would be able to check their cell
phones for emergency information in the form of a text message.
All others would be encouraged
to log on to the spotlight section
of www.tunaine.edu, check the
Announcements and Alerts folder
on First-class or call 581-INFO
for instructions.
Students should understand
that this is a free service and one
that UMaine safety officials
highly recommend taking advantage of. Director of University
Relations, Joe Carr, emphasizes
that "It will create a multifaceted way to communicate
accurate information and advice
about how every person in the
UMaine community can stay
safe."
The number of subscribers is
increasing every day, reaching
over 2,200 students and faculty
as of September 7. This trend is
expected to continue, due in part
to the convenience of cell
phones. As Amy Leader, an

5

undecided second year student,
said, "It's easier to reach everyone this way because everyone
has cell phones."
The program does have a few
shortcomings that students and
faculty should be made aware of.
For example, some cell phone
carriers such as Tracfone cannot
support this text message alert
system. Additionally, an emergency text message, like any
other text message, would be
limited to a certain number of
characters. In the case of an
emergency, subscribers would
receive only the most urgent and
basic information along with
instructions on how to learn
more.
UMaine students have different ideas about the implementation of this new emergency
warning system. Second year
sociology and environmental
policy
major
Dan
Bourgeoiscapozzi said, "I can
see why the University is doing
it, but it costs a lot of money [to]
run the system that could be
going toward education." Others,
like first year engineering major
Maria Fournier, appreciate the
program's less serious aspects. "I
think it's handy that it texts you
on snow days," she said.
UMaine administrators like
Dr. Robert Dana maintain that
this system, coupled with other
smart safety practices, can make
campus a more secure place to
be. "UMaine is a very safe place
where everyone cares for each
other, but good sense means we
watch out for and report problems," Dana said. "Early identi-

Compiled by Aislinn Sarnacki

neering major Corey Smith.
However, most freshmen found
that after a few days of circular
dining, the style began to grow
on them; it just takes a bit of
practice.
Other students appreciated
Hilltop's accessibility and how
quickly they could grab a meal.
During weekdays, lunchtime is
a la carte, giving students the
option of eating inside or taking
food out. Although lunch time
is no longer an all-you-can-eat
affair, students will not go hungry, since one meal exchange
is enough for one entree, four
side dishes and a drink. Even
better, most of these options
come prepackaged during lunch
hours so that students have the
option of eating on the go.
Hilltop Commons also has a
marketplace (recently moved
from last year's location next to
Stewart Commons) that offers
meal exchanges. Sue Goddard,
a first-year communications
major, particularly liked this
feature. "Men though the
selection is constricting, I have
purchased meals and had
impromptu picnics outside."
Another addition that makes
buying lunch even easier is the
newly installed Maine card
kiosk in the lobby. This
machine allows students to add
more dining funds or Black
Bear Bucks to their card without making a trek to the Union.
Other students appreciate
the fresh character of the new
building. "I like the atmosphere
in the new Hilltop; it's busy and
inviting, and I like how open it
feels," says third-year secondary education and English

major Jaime Dorion.
This is exactly the reaction
the Black Bear staff was hoping
to draw from its patrons. "[The
improvement
to from page 1
greatest
Hilltop has been] upgrading to lect in the new students but he also
a modern facility with all new believes this will increase interest in
equipment and bringing the the University.
'We welcome a larger class as it
majority of the food production
out front," explains Kathy brings greater diversity, more
ICittridge, Associate Director of opportunity for a connected learnResidential Dining. "It's fresh, ing community and an opportunity
new, and up-to-date."
for students from across the country
Part of this modern feel to experience the UMaine differcomes from the new selection ence," said Dana.
of ethnic foods. Every day of
Dana also shared his first
the week, Authenti-city (one of impressions on the new first-year
the six food stations) provides class. "I have met many wonderful
meals from around the world. students," he said.'They are bright,
Themes include Mediterranean, eager and ready to make a differGreek, Indian, Italian and Thai ence. In fact, I have met students
and change on a daily basis. from every corner of the state, from
The menu for the other five sta- many different states and from
tions change out on a three- many different countries and they
week rotation, instead of a five- all have one thing in common: they
week schedule like last year. believe in themselves and they
This way, students can eat their intend to make a big impact in the
favorite foods more often and world."
changes to the menu can be
First-years have many thoughts
implemented more quickly.
to share about the size of their class
Whatever one's preference, and how their college experience
Hilltop Dining Commons prob- has been so far. "I think it's pretty
ably has it. In addition, if stu- cool that we have such a big class,
dents cannot find what they are but it does mean there will be a lot
looking for, input is certainly more competition academically,"
welcome. Students are invited said Coty Fortin,a first-year chemito drop comments in a sugges- cal engineering major.
tion box that will be made
available in the near future. In
the meantime, until the box is
If you are
in operation, comments can be
reading this ad,
emailed directly to Katherine
Kittridge on FirstClass.
Whether you are looking for
a leisurely meal or a quick
snack, come on up to Hilltop
and be prepared for a one-of-akind dining experience.

First-years
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International affairs major
Kathryn Card, another first-year,
shared a similar opinion. "I really
enjoy having such a large class
because there are more people to
meet during freshman welcome
weekend. It's a great experience."
Although many first-years are
content with the size of their class,
many out of state students had concerns about getting to know their
new freshmen class. Many students
from such places as Massachusetts
and Vermont were not happy about
the cliques that have already been
formed.Tucker Pearson,a first-year
student in the explorations program,
explained that he felt people were
sticking to their high school friends,
which makes it hard to intermingle.
On the contrary,students coming
from all around Maine enjoy the
fact that they have a safety net of
friends that have come from their
high schools. First-year Ana Dyana,
majoring in developmental psychology, said,"My high school friends
are great for social back-up but I
already feel like I have more friends
in so many different areas oflife and
experience".
The general consensus of the
first-year class is obvious; these students are still getting to know each
other. But with a class the size of
2,105, they have their work cut out
for them.

are at risk
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Greek Grant fund
needs oversight
On Tuesday, Sept. 11, the General Student Senate
voted to allocate $15,000 toward a fund for
University of Maine Greek organizations to beautify
the exteriors of their houses. This stands to benefit up
to 22 Greek organizations at UMaine.The money was
left over from last year, and it could be argued that if
each organization had come individually to GSS to
propose projects, they may have received similar
amounts. Certainly, most of us can think of a house or
two that could benefit from some tender loving care.
Unfortunately, service and honor fraternities and
sororities were specifically left out of this grant as
they lack the oversight of the Panhellenic and InterFraternal Councils. Therefore, this grant will not benefit the organizations most dedicated to charity events
and good deeds — it will do nothing that will greatly
benefit anyone outside of Greek life.
Furthermore, this removes the oversight of the
senate, instead giving final approval of these projects
to President William Pomerleau and his executive
cabinet. It's great that there's a surplus,as it shows fiscal restraint has been a priority of GSS under former
President Chandresekar. But ideally, senators should
demand regular insight into the distribution of these
funds provided by all UNIaine students.
As a way of helping these organizations while
maintaining fiscal restraint, GSS could have offered
to match funds raised by all Greek organizations. This
would create an incentive for these organizations to
increase their efforts to improve their community,
with the result being mutually beneficial to both
Greek life and the general student body.
The above editorial is the opinion of and written by the editorial board, whose members are Eryk Salvaggio, Derek
Dobachesky, Brett Sowerby, Emily Southwick, Heather
Sleeves, Nick McCrea, Pattie Barry, Kal Dauphinee, Rebekah
Rhodes and Adrianne Hess.
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News Editor Emily Southwick • 581.1270
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Asst. News Editor Heather Steeves
Style Editor Brett Sowerby • 581.3061
style@mainecampus.com
Sports Editor Nick McCrea • 581.1268
sports@mainecampus.com
Opinion Editor Derek Dobacheslry • 581.3061
opinion@mainecampus.com
Photo Editor Rebekah Rhodes • 581.3059
photo@mainecampus.com

The journalism problem:
6 not enough questions
,71
Eryk Salvaggio
The first thing I want to tell all of you, as the new editor in
chief of The Maine Campus,is that I am probably going to screw
up.
I mean,journalism these days,it screws up a lot. There's certainly a declining degree of respect for news media these days. In
many circles, there's outright anger. When I take a look at what
the Associated Press is covering and see news stories about how
fat Britney Spears is getting,I get a little angry myself.
I've been around the block enough times to know that you
cannot please all of the people all the time. Journalism, as a profession, is bound to get people angry. Journalists are supposed to
ask questions when people would rather not answer them.
They're supposed to talk to the people that others might prefer
they didn't.

The interesting bit about journalism is that, really, nobody
likes it. Conservatives typically see the media as too liberal, while
liberals typically see it as too conservative. People question
whether objectivity in news is even possible. When it comes to
issues like the war in Iraq, political elections or social issues, the
truth usually bleeds somewhere outside of clear ideological lines.
News media really shouldn't be evaluated along those kinds of
boundaries. The correct way to determine goodjournalism is not
in the kind of answers it provides, but in how many questions it
asks.
In that capacity, I'm still peeved at journalists. Many journalists these days inspire and educate at the same time. Nicholas

See JOURNALISM on page 13
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The violence in war-torn Iraq has
been raging unabated now for four
years. Over 600,000 Iraqis have been
killed, millions more forced to flee
shattered homes and,in addition, over
3,700 Americans have lost their lives.
And yet, for every grieving family
and inquiring voice, one cannot come
up with one reason for this catastrophe other than that we've been had.
Every day, more people living their
lives just like you do are killed bratally and needlessly as the result of a
package of well-placed lies.
I know that when I came to campus a few years ago, it was just beginning to dawn on me how wrong this
situation was and how urgent the need

Letters to the editor should be no
longer than 300 words in length and
should include the author's name,
address, academic major or job title and
phone number or e-mail address. The
Maine Campus reserves the right to edit
submissions for length and clarity.
The Maine Campus
5748 Memorial Union
Orono 04469-5748
opinion @mainecampus.com

was for the wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan to end. Not only that, but
I also felt that violence was too harm-

ful and too wasteful to ever be a positive force in the world and felt
inclined to find others like me. In so
doing, I found the Maine Peace
Action Committee (MPAC). It's a
group of dedicated peace activists
that meets right here on campus,
every Tuesday in the Virtue Room on
the second floor of the Maples
Building. Our planning and brainstorming session begins at 4p.m. and
the peace and justice discussion
begins at 5. If you feel the way we do
and would like to help end the war
and violence, we hope you can join us
this coming Tuesday!
Jeffrey Hake,co-president, MPAC
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Sept. 11 shows
humanity beyond
American borders

A day at the Rec Center
is as nice as a visit to the
dentist's office
Alyssa Franzosa
Perhaps I got used to being one of only four peo- useable, but their appeal pretty much stopped there.
ple at Lathi Fitness Center over the summer.Perhaps I found my favorite little rooms in the new fitness
after two weeks of no gym to exercise in, I grew center and,to my surprise, they found a way to allefond of my extreme laziness. Perhaps I am just a viate the claustrophobic feel of old,enclosed cowls:.
perpetual pessimist who likes to cause trouble. they turned one of the walls into a huge window
Actually,I am willing to bet that all of the above are looking out onto the whole gym. While this might
contributing reasons to why the new multi-million be a more modem take on the game of racquetball,
dollar Student Recreation and Fitness Center has I find it very alarming.
Racquetball should not be a self-conscious
left me with much to desire.
I prepared for my first workout the same as I game. In fact, most of the time you go out of your
would have any other day, but with one noticeable way to run into things, smash things and, basically,
difference: I was excited to exercise. Yes, exercis- be the athletic equivalent of a kid having a temper
ing boosts my mood, keeps me in shape and tantrum. This is not, as you may imagine, the kind
improves my quality of life, blah blah blah, but that of showcase that you want visible to the passing
doesn't necessarily mean that I amjumping around track-runner. And speaking of things passing by, I
like a child on Christmas every time I tie my sneak- tend to get distracted easily. If anyone were to walk
ers and head for the gym. It is usually quite the by that window with some particularly shiny sneakopposite, actually. Think less present-hungry kid ers, I would be liable to get a speeding racquetball
and more seven-year-old
straight to the head.
Though the racquetball
going in for a teeth cleaning.
However, last Saturday
court issue was certainly more
morning, I was not whining
Raquetball should not be a personal preference than actual
about wanting to stay in bed
flaw, I was beginning to
nor was I promising to brush self-conscious game. Most of become seriously disheartened.
my teeth extra thoroughly if
decided that I better start the
the time you go out ofyour Iworkout
only I didn't have to nm on the
that I came there to do
treadmill for 30 minutes. No,I
before I lost any more momenway to ... be the athletic
was giddily driving to campus,
tum. Thus, I was introduced to
eager to enter this phantom equivalent ofa kid having a my final disappointment with
manor of workout greatness
the gym that I had no choice but
temper tantrum.
that had been hyped for so
to pay $98 per semester to
long.
attend
Upon entering the huge
I appreciate as much as anyfacility atop the bin was still abuzz with excitement, one else the variety of equipment that the new gym
but within minutes of being inside I noticed one thing gives us access to. But somewhere between the
that was not conducive to my ideal exercise environ- lower left kneecap press and the right lower-quadment the smell. To put it in tetms much more pleas- rant of the upper-middle thigh lift, I decided that if I
ant than the reality of the situation: the aroma of the wanted to be out of there before I graduate,I'd betnew paint combined with a hint of fresh floor wax ter just hit the free weights.
and a tinge of rubber mats, balls, etc. was enough to
However, the weight benches at the new gym
make me lightheaded. I instantly pictured the warn- are so close together that I was not only concerned
ings plastered on exercise equipment saying,"STOP about dropping weights on fellow gym-goers,I was
IMMEDIATELY IF YOU FEEL SHORT OF a little concerned about actually sitting right down
BREATH, FAINT, OR DIZZY" Of course, this on top of them. As in"Oh hi,I'm Alyssa, you don't
problem cannot be blamed on poor planning and I mind if I do my bicep curls on your lap, right?"
readily admit to that Any new building is bound to Aside from a few of my more hormone-crazed
have an unfavorable odor due to its sheer, well,new- male classmates, I think the general consensus
ness. So I took this rust negative observation with a would be "yes, Alyssa, I do mind. Why don't you
grain of salt— and a couple ofAdvil — and continued. consider Pilates?"
The next thing I noticed was the actual size of
I entered the new fitness center with great expecthe interior. Aside from high ceilings that exposed tations and I left after facing hard times(no I am not
the building's multiple floors, it was not nearly as talking about my reading material; who reads
complex and exciting as it appeared from the out- Dickens at the gym?). This is not to say that I will
side. If you don't take into account the pool, you can never go back. After all, a gym is a gym and I still
see pretty much everything from the front lobby. It value not becoming completely lazy and immobile.
is essentially one large box with a hanging track However,lam afraid lam back to seeing the weight
inside. Still not wanting to give up on my hope that bench as a dentist chair and the water fountain as a
this place would be my new Mecca of physical Water Pic — and those shiny new weights did bear
activity for the next year,I wentlooking for a fitness a striking resemblance to the tools all lined up waitcenter staple.
ing to fill a cavity.
One of my favorite ways to escape the monotoAlyssa Franzosa is a senior English major
ny of the elliptical trainer or the stationary bike — hence the ridiculously out-of-place literary
while still getting a good cardio workout is a hardy reference.
game of racquetball. The courts at the old gym were

Kristof,

at

journalism.I like to think that humanity and decency can co-exist with the need to ask questions and
Th
York Times, investigate.
We're supposed to present many different viewand the attenfrom page 12
his points. Many readers might hate that, too. One
tion
columns have given to genocide in Darfur, for thing we cannot do,as a newspaper,is confine our
example. Anna Politkovskaya,the Russianjournal- pages to the comfortable or the accepted. There
ist whose investigations into Putin's regime and wouldn't be much use in reading the newspaper,
Chechnya got her gunned down in an elevator. then. That's not to say that I'd like this operation to
While travelling abroad this summer, I met a be a tribute to old-time scandal mongering or senreporter for Radio Free Europe whose two brothers sationalism. Instead, the newspaper should serve
— alsojournalists — were killed for their reporting in the community.
That's where you come in. If you see an opinCentral Asia
When I think about these journalists, I think ion expressed here that you don't agree with — disagain about writing off the whole field of scream- agree. Disagree in public. Write it down and send
ing bobbleheads I see on the TV news;I cling des- it in. Contribute to the debate of ideas that makes
perately to the idea that reporting can once again be campus life so interesting. What's your idea'? Start
a way of shining light into the world,as opposed to something. Annoy someone. Annoy me.
Eryk Salvaggio is the editor-in-chief at The
covering it in confusion and noise.
That's the idea that I aspire to when I think of Maine Campus.

Journalism

Emin Okutan
I remember it was six years ago. I my reaction was not a local one. All
just came back from school and around the world from whatever
found my family positioned curious- background they come from, there
ly around the TV, staring at the two would be people that could overcome
towers trying to understand what was their social biases and would mourn
happening in New York. I joined for the civilians that lost their lives.
them as we were flipping through They would express it differently,
channels trying to understand what either in silent acceptance, prayers,
kind of an accident it was. Then I tears or as an intellectual stance. That
witnessed the second plane crash, a is a connection beyond borders. We
point which showed that it wasn't a have something in common that no
coincidence. The next day in high govenunent can split apart, someschool we were discussing the attack. thing that would refuse to get tramSome of them had quite immature pled by power games.
reactions. A few others, including
Yet just like my high school classmyself,found it inhumane and tragic. mates, there will always be people
Some lacked empathy. Some ques- failing to understand. Some might
tioned validity. I am sure you had think it's righteous. Some might
very similar experithink it's a cause
ences. Mine is a litof social inequaltle different. I come
ity. There will
from Turkey.
We have something in common always be people
Some
who believe ideMaine
that no government can split ologies are more
Campus
readers
might frown on
valuable
then
apart, something that would civilian lives.
why
Sept.
11
became the subject refuse to get trampled by power After all, they
of an opinion colcan never visualgames.
umn. You have all
ize themselves in
read thousands of
such a situation.
articles, watched
So when you
news briefs, seen it
are
watching
in movies and witnessed conspiracy your TV, surfing the net or reading
theories. Yet what I want to share is an article, realize that tragedies connot an insight or a theory. I would tinue even though they don't receive
like to share what I felt as an interna- the same media attention. Actors of
tional student.
violence will have different ideoloOn that particular day I have felt gies and nations; they could be maswhat someone in Maine, Michigan, sive or just a single person; some
Tel Aviv, Baghdad or any other world will be championing your own
witness would have in common. beliefs. Just visualize yourself as the
Frustration over civilian lives lost civilian who is tortured, enslaved,
over a power conflict. Fear of the gap crippled under fear or deceased. If
that it would create between us, you feel what you have felt six years
which was just getting closed as tech- ago, then you have something very
nology and world civilization was valuable, something in common with
believed to be advancing. Confusion people from the rest of the world
over what caused such an act of vio- who have shared your grief.
lence
On the other hand, there was one
Emin Okutan is a senior business
positive aspect that has caused me to major and president of the
feel differently. I have realized that International Student Association.

LETTERS CONTINUED ...
Four years of bloody war, I have
to ask, why? For what reason did we
go to war in Iraq? I have not been
able to understand this foolishness.
I guess what I am saying is: What
gives the White House the reason or
the authority to change a government? Too many times, I have seen
history repeat itself; George W.
Bush claimed that the former Iraqi
government had tactical weapons of
mass destruction. He sent Secretary
Powell
to
the Senate
and
Congressional oversight committees
to sell the false intelligence and
information made up by National
Security Advisor Rice.
Yes, maybe they had some, bioweapons in Iraq, such as mustard
gas. If they had such weapons, why
did they not use them to stop our
invasion of their country? As for the
connection to Al-Qaida and Sept.
11, no such connection was found.
Then why, I ask, did we violate
international law? We fought a revolution when the United Kingdom,
under the rule of King George III,
tried to reassert itself with military
force. Then why have we become

what we fought so long ago'? To me,
it has been for greed and black gold.
The cost on both sides has been
heavy on both the heart and soul.
It is one thing to hunt down the
pack of wolves who murdered our
people on that September day and
those who protected them. Like any
good shepherd, you hunt the wild
animals who slaughtered the flock,
but when you deviate from the hunt
you give the wolves time to retreat
into their dens to heal their wounds
and rest. In plain speak, you have
given them the time to regroup,
reform and refit — which, to this
Marine, is militarily stupid. Now
they are in Iraq through a spaghetti
strainer boarder. I have noticed also
that our allies our leaving. Guess
what'? They know bull when they
see it. This blood bath has been
about oil, nothing less, and as for
giving the Iraqi people freedom, all
we gave them was slow death and
corruption by the phony government. Thus, blood and black gold
are why we are in Iraq.
Murdock Todd Cote(Doc)
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Ducks in a Row

Prevent
suicide.
Treat
depression.

Depression is a brain
illness. Left untreated
it can lead to suicide.
By learning the signs
of depression you might
be able to save the life
of someone you love.
To find out more call
1-888-511-SAVE.

save
.
Suicide Awareness Voices of Education,

www.save.org

Corey Cole+ The Maine Campus
Traffic gets backed-up on 1-95 as classes begin. The Department of Transportation plans to remedy this with interstate upgrades this year.

Department of Transportation
projects may cause traffic headaches
good news for travelers. In the opposite direc- by the construction."
While officials acknowledge that
tion, work on the southbound lanes began on
causes delays and traveler
construction
Sept.
6,
with
repairs
similar
to
those
in
the
road
On Aug. 28, David Cole, commissioner of
ask
that
drivers be patient. "As
lanes.
troubles,
they
northern
the MDOT, announced 18 new projects
project
these
projects
get
underway,
we ask that all
of
the
Bangor
area
A
major
feature
completregion,
to
be
Bangor
planned for the
ed by next June. The improvements will be is the total replacement on the Essex Street drivers use a slower speed and pay extra attentaking place in several locations along Bridge. While other parts of the project will tion to what's going on around them to help
Interstate 95395. The work will include fill- be completed this fall, the bridge replacement make things safer for drivers, residents and
our workers," said Jim Ring, Bangor city
ing pavement, replacing drainage systems, is expected to last until June.
means
travel
engineer,
in the same press release.
construction
inevitably
Road
and
and
paving
replacement
one total bridge
Lane Construction, the company
repairing bridge structures. Many of these delays and detours, upsetting sidetracks that
projects have already started and will cause can put dents in anyone's travel plans. responsible for the project, will make $8.6
delays,including some for UMaine commuter However,drivers must realize that they play a million from the respective projects.
students. Both the MDOT and Bangor city part in road construction, according to the However, there are incentives for getting the
officials have stressed the importance of the Maine Department of Transportation's project done early and reciprocations, such as
work for driver safety and economic reasons. Website; driver safety is the top reason for loss of future contracts,for not completing the
The economy relies a great deal on road safe- many road construction projects. Road dam- work on time, which officials hope will keep
ty in order to bring tourists and shoppers into age such as uneven pavement can cause or things on track.
MDOT says it plans to keep the pubthe city. In an MDOT press release, Bangor contribute to accidents. The MD01"s claim
lic
well
informed on progress and travel
witnessing
what
after
especially
true
rings
"These
transGreene
said:
Richard
Mayor
portation improvements will make the greater happened when transportation structures fail, inconveniences. For more information, stuBangor area safer and smoother, which will as in the case of Minnesota's bridge collapse dents can visit the Maine Department of
at
Website
Transportation's
over the summer.
improve the overall quality of life here."
biolowww.maine.gov,mdot-stage/bgrproBrown,
a
http:,
Garrick
UMaine
freshman
Work began on the northbound interstate
on Sept. 4. According to the MDOT website, gy and pre-med major, testified how recent jects,index.php. On the site, travelers can
the work in this area included repairing and construction projects have affected him. "A view press releases, updates and sign up to
replacing pavement, repairing bridge decks, friend and I attempted to make a quick trip to receive email alerts when the work may affect
replacing bridge joints and improving downtown Bangor Thursday afternoon when their travel route. Road work is an inconvenguardrails. The improvements are projected to we realized that the possibility of a 'quick ience, but it is being done to keep all motorists
be completed by the end of this fall, which is trip' was impossible due to the delays caused safe on the highways.

Speak your
mind. Go to
www.maine
campus.com

By Kassandre Moulton

Greek
from page 2
in that they own, or are assigned
property in view of the public.
That alone affects the image of
all of us."
The next largest item on the
agenda was to assist with bringing My Chemical Romance to the

UMaine campus with $10,000 to cover partial cost of a three-day
Student Entertainment. This was inter-collegiate conference in
followed by $6,406 for the roller Dedham, Maine.
Last week, the senate met on
hockey club's league fees, insurance and hotels, and annual the first day of classes, swearing
expenditure. The Zipcar budget in Stephen Moran as vice presialso was disbursed to the Zipcar dent of the student senate as well
budget, which will cover the cost as William Pomerleau as presiof the Web-based car-sharing dent. Pomerleau was appointed
service to the University. Finally, the position after the departure of
$1,500 was disbursed to the Priyanth Chandrasekar for graduProgressive Student Alliance to ate school in Cambridge.

GOT (too much)STUFF?
We can help.
Road

SELF
STORAGE
130 Kelley Road
Orono
FOR RENTAL INFORMATION CALL
(207)866-2344

Safe- Secure - Reliable

Bring this Ad in
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Discount
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91kFTIB Driving School

International &
Mature
Students
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Andy Vern
Your roommate makes or breaks the entire dorm experience,so make s e you have a good one.if you
don't,find a new one or hide the body well.In all seriousness,don't be too quick to judge — give'em a
chance.
Don't do anything to set off the fire alarm.You will make
enemies.Fast. Especially during a blizzard in February.

Same goes for dorm damage. No one likes shelling out extra bills at the end of the semester for their
friend's drunken stupidity So if you do something,'fess up.
Have fun with those automated lights in the Hilltop dorms(guess you have to live there).

Two words:SHOWER SHOES.

If you thought the commonsfood was good for welcome weekend
of classes —just waitThings change.

or maybe even the first week or two

FYI,the walls in the dorms are paper-thin.
Don't wait to do laundry until the very last min ute.That's
what everyone \does,and it will take your entire Saturday
just to get a machine In the laundry room.

If you eat at the commons and work out at the gy rn,schedule it during off no u rs; you'l get trough r'-es
much faster.
Smelly roommate:tactful nocturnal deodorant sprays.

Put money on your MaineCard You save 5 percent when
making purchases in the Union,Starbucks,Oaks Room,
Bear's Den,etc.Pius you don't get charged tax.
Stick it to the man.
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G. K.Chisterson
Learn how to manage your time; buy a calendar or daily planner,stock up on post-it notes, whatever it
takes.Just do it. If not,you will regret it later.

Every semester the university puts $18 worth of printing funds on your MaineCard. Save your ink and use
the computer clusters.Those funds also work in the Collaborative Media Lab(CML)in the I ibrary.O00000h
Color!
People care more about names than they do numbers.Get to know your professors.
Toward the end of the semester,when you're ready to throw in the towel,remember three words:Cutler
Counseling Center,Go see'em,It's free.
BONUS:Massages $25
Don't drink your way into oblivion during finals week.As much asfinals suck, they suck less than failing the
entire class because you got alcohol poisoning.
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Caroline Bird
Carry your MaineCard with you everywhere you go.You
never know when it will save you a few bucks.For instance...
The Penobscot Theatre offers $5 rush tickets for all UPyiaine students.
The MCA gives each student two tickets per semester to the event of their choice — and ou can always
use a bit more culture.
Margarita's two-for-one entrees baby! Wednesday
nights only. Bring your MaineCard.

Buying groceries? Bell's IGA in Orono offers a 5 percent discount to students on Wednesdays.
Greyhound and Concord Trailways offer $5 off tickets for UMaine students when you need to get outta
Dodge.
Hockey tickets!
MalneBound rock gym.It's free for students — get off your butt,your feet want a turn.
MaineBound also offers discounted ski passes to Sugarloaf.
UMaineRK Center.It's new.It's state ofthe art.It's paid for by your tuition — use it.
People come from all over the world to experience Maine and the university has a truly
awesome trail system of over 15 miles. Get out of your room,take a walk,take a jog,ride a horse.
BONUS:The trails are groomed during the winter months for cross-country skiing.
Go anywhere.The BAT (Bangor Area Transit) goes from Bangor to Orono for free.
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J.Jacquas
The people you hang out with are the people you become.This works In both good and bad ways.Choose
your friends wisely.
Facebook .Make sure you know the person before you confirm their friend request. It helps you avoid that
really awkward moment when you meet them in person and they remember you but you don't remember
them.
Don't table dance in a mini-skirt. It sounds like fun and games until there are
hairy hands crawling up your thigh.That and the unwanted tags on facebook.
Don't even think about driving anywhere directly after a Black Bears game.College Avenue turns into a
cluster-craze quicker than a jackrabbit on crack.
When you drive don't do anything stupid.Campus security and the Orono police are everywhere.If you
get caught,all your friends witness the pat down and sobriety test —AND you'll wind up in the police
beat.This brings us to the next piece of advice.
Avoid all activities that could be featured in the police beat.
Don't smoke on the Hilltop bike trails. It's just poorform.
Last but most certainly not least — College is a BLAST Have FUN!
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Exams and the Laws of Applied Terror
First Law of Applied Terror: When
reviewing your notes before an exam,
the most impor taut ones will be
Illegible,
Second Law of Applied Terror: The
more studying you do for an exam,the
less sure you'll be as to which answer
they want,
Third Law of Applied Terror:80
percent of the final exam will be based
on tile one le( lure you missed or the
one book you didn t read.
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forget your book.

Corollary: If you ate given a take-home
exam,you will forget where you live,

Sixth Law of Applied Terror: At the end
of the semester you will recall having
enrolled in a c OUT se at the beginnimi of
the semester and never attending.
Anonymous
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Fifth Law of Applied Terror: If you are
given an open book exam, you will

114e

•

Fourth Law of Applied Terror: The
night before theI nglish history
mid-term, your biology instructor will
assign 200 pages on planar ia.
Corollary: Every instructor assumes that
you have nothing else to do except
study for that instructor s course.
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MUSIC
Lidral Duo
Chamber Jazz Afternoon
Concert Series
4:15 p.m
Thursday, September 13
The Bear's Den
Paul Brandt
Electronic Music for Solo
Performer
6:30 p.m.
Friday, September 14
100 Lord Hall
Rock Against Rape
7 p.m.
Saturday, September 15
Lord Hall Parking Lot

ARTS
Artist Talk w/ Gareth Long
7 p.m.
Thursday, Septmeber 13
100 Lord
Hall
Opening Reception:
Play, Fast Forward, Rewind
Without Borders IV
5 p.m. to 7 p.m.
Friday, September 14
Lord Hall Gallery
Outstallation by Raphael
Diluzio
7 p.m. to 12 a.m.
Friday, September 14
Lord Hall Parking
Lot
Artist Talk w/Behive
Collective
7 p.m.
Wednesday, September 19
100 Lord
Hall
Millions Taken Daily:
Photographs from Everyone
and Everywhere
9 a.m to 5 p.m
Norumbega Hall (Bangor)
$3, Free with MaineCard
Being Where: Looking into
Landscape
9 a.m to 5 p.m
Norumbega Hall (Bangor)
$3, Free with MaineCard

ENTERTAINMENT
Maine Attraction:
Ventriloquist Lynn Trefzger
9 p.m.
Friday, September 14
Main Dining Room, Memorial
Union

If you would like your
event posted in The Maine
Campus Style calendar,
send time, day, date, place
and fee information to Brett
Sowerby on FirstClass.
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By J. Astra Brinkman

creative and expressive outlet.
This summer witnessed the
If Ofelia's were a person, it transformation of the first floor
would be a freewheeling fire- from a combination thrift
cracker doing cartwheels at store, art space to a full-blown
midnight during a blizzard. In gallery.
other words, Ofelia's is someAvid
volunteer
Emily
thing you have probably never Burnham likened Ofelia's
seen before, and once you have functionality to Portland's
seen it, you want to know Space Gallery but with plenty
everything that you can about of exceptions. For the time
this phenomenon.
being, Ofelia's is not a nightA volunteer-run thrift store club that books big name acts,
that moonlights as both an art and its backbone consists of
space and concert venue, the people of various ages and
recently transplanted operation background donating their time
resides in a colossal six-story and dedication towards a colbuilding in the heart of Bangor. lective dream. As Ramos
As of this moment, the first described it, "[Ofelia's] is
floor of Ofelia's is a wide-open about giving people the freearea whose decor is tailored by dom to recreate whatever they
artists according to the art want in this space."
exhibit of the month; the secOfelia's atmosphere of casuond floor hosts a wide assort- al, community-inspired art has
ment of used clothing, furni- not simply fallen into place,
however.
ture and miscellany. If you "Ofelia's is about giving Due to the
stand in the
unprecedentcenter on the people the freedom to ed nature of
second
floor recreate whatever they a
business
and you lean
like Ofelia's
your head back, want in this space."
opening in
you notice a
Bangor, the
balcony partialSergio Ramos directors
ly lining the
Program Director have expericeiling above
°fella s enced
an
you. This is the
onslaught of
third floor, whose fate is uncer- issues relating to regulations,
tain, much like the rest of the codes and licenses that the city
work-in-progress efforts.
has placed on it. Since licenses
A "work-in-progress" might are designed for permitting
be too small to describe the specific actions and Ofelia's
ambition of Ofelia's. It is hard artistic
architectural
and
to believe that not even a year visions are still forming, it
ago, Ofelia's home base was makes it difficult for Ofelia's
Union Street and more closely directors to communicate and
resembled a perpetual garage receive the proper accommodasale.
tions to host such an array of
One of the program's direc- activities.
tors, Sergio Ramos, says that
Ramos admitted that the
Ofelia's "doesn't have the operation has been a challenge,
same feel anymore." While the but he was quick to point out
mission of Ofelia's is still the that he had plenty of support
same — a non-profit organiza- and motivation from the
tion whose goal is to ease the increasingly sprawling netlives of the less fortunate — it work of volunteers.
has gained a cultural aspect
"It's not just me, it's a
that was previously impossi- whole group of people. I would
ble.
have already given up if it had
While Ofelia's events are just been me and most people
still evolving, Ramos assures would have walked away by
that the first Friday of the now," Ramos said.
month will highlight new perIf perseverance has been
formance/installation art, the one key to Ofelia's success,
second will feature a poetry then desperation has been
slain and the third will provide another. Burnham and Ramos
guests with an open acoustic both discussed how important
jam session. Since May 2007, they felt it was for people of all
on various Saturdays, Ofelia's ages to feel like they could
has allowed bands near and far assemble for the purposes of
to play for a congregation of
See OFELIA'S on Page 15
people who starved for a local
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Making a scene
By Eryk Salvaggio
In case you've been gone for a while, here's an update: Bangor got
a music scene.
It started at the tail end of the last semester when a local thrift store,
Ofelia's, opened up a new location in the heart of the downtown area,
a three-story building with an art gallery and performance space.
Bad Island — a band that, channels proto-punk influences like The
Stooges through the lens of 90s indie rock — played at Ofelia's first
show,and came back on Saturday for their CD release party. The show
also featured performances by Rotund() Sealeg, The Jitters and The
Quasmen. Local rockabilly group, The Murder Weapon, cancelled.
Though Ofelia's billed the event as a punk show, their definition of
punk seems to envelop a sizeable chunk of the local music scene.
Rotund() Sealeg — actually a one-man act, with performer and singer
Nate Oldham at the helm — is not your traditional punk band. Local
music aficionados know Oldham as part of the duo — or trio, if you
count the dancing guy in the skeleton costume — known as Tomorrow's
Retro Future. Playing with background tracks loaded from his iPod,
Oldham strummed guitar over Casio-tone-inspired tracks while singing
lyrics straight out of the absurdist playbook: "Oh yeah we're going to
the space lab , no one can understand me in the French lab."
Simply put, Rotund() Sealeg is awesome. Not to give away the
whole act, but any band that can spotlessly blend a boy-band parody
number into a Cars cover is great. Moreover, bands that have background music while they hawk their homemade brand of breakfast
Brian Monahan•The Maine Campus
cereal — which was actually being sold at the merch table — is bound for
is
Meg
ne
Allison, a contestant from
micropho
legendary status.
Java Jive held its first concert Tuesday, Sept. 9. At the
includset,
ing
Union.
disorient
ely
the
of
Pod
Bad Island stormed through a deliberat
"Nashville Star." She played in the North
ing a cover of the Stooges "I Want to Be Your Dog" which included a
dense build-up of psychedelic noise. Other songs were more accessible
and melodic,at times evoking the same sort of grimy prettiness evoked
by the Velvet Underground.
The energy of Bad Island is palpable; you can't see this band and
not leave sweaty and deaf. Singer Joe Hartel's on-stage flailing is contagious. While the stage banter between Hartel and guitarist Alisha
Goss is usually incomprehensible, it only adds to the glorious confusion that this band thrives on.
By Brett Sowerby
said, "Oh, there's nothing spe- his performance went, Sprague
The last band to play — The Quasi-men — was still able to get the
gave a shrug and said, "I had
them.
before
come
had
that
frenzying
cial about me."
the
their
all
crowd into frenzy, despite
Java Jive opened up
Skipping ahead one week fun."
Straight-up garage punk with some surf thrown in for good measure, inaugural concert of the semesIn a flannel-looking shirt
the three-piece group blasted relentlessly through highly danceable, ter on the first day of classes. brought us to the second
a frayed baseball cap, Ben
and
between
this
breathe
bare-bones punk tracks with barely any space to
This show was not of UMaine installment of Java Jive,
ki took the stage.
Dobrows
of
the
from
mixture
a
styles,
g
of
featurin
variety
a
in
one
students, but rather of an extracks. Despite this, the crowd moved
sense of rhythm,
real
a
With
Charlie-Brown-esque shrug-shuffle to the skank and the whole span of reality television star. No, it UMaine students.
his set off
started
ki
Dobrows
Students filled the north pod
the gamut just bordering on moshing.
wasn't Flavor Flay. It was Meg
rock.
southern
style
'60s
with
next
while
of the Memorial Union
Ofelia's plans on having a show every Saturday for at least the
Allison of "Nashville Star."
tepassiona
sang
ki
Dobrows
been
have
windows
who
ttered
those
For most of us, "Nashville the rain-spa
two months. Anyone new to Bangor, or even
the
"until
dancing
about
ly
cullibrary
the
new
the
toward
out
out
check
to
looked
es
on
themselv
Star" is an unfamiliar show
away over the summer,owes it to
music's over." Interestingly, he
the USA network. Essentially, and mall.
tural engine of Bangor.
afterwards that he wished
said
sound
In performing a
it is "American Idol" for counmore time to play a
had
he
laid
n
Monaha
try singers. Oh yeah, and they check, Brian
songs.
more
couple
thickly
,
original
down two
can actually play guitar.
were
prevalent durGiggles
on
pieces
ntal
instrume
Allison began her set by toned
and Sara
Emery
Jocelyn
ing
strumming out on her capoed his acoustic.
and
set.
on's
Emery
Richards
was
The next act on Stage
acoustic guitar. She played
and
—
first
on
the
were
Richards
Steve
and
songs about going home, heav- T.J. Baldwin
of
duo
night.
the
guitar
—
only
band
a
for
loss
a
At
en and love. She sang with Fletcher.
Their first song was keen on
serious country flair and name earlier in the day, they
resorted to looking at the polite finger-picking and soft
impeccable vocals.
reminiscent of Alanis
The audience echoed this names of various Crayola vocals
te.
Morisset
appreciation of Allison's vocal crayons. This process yielded
their first song, Emery
After
laughPass
Shall
muffled
1 AESOP ROCK None
performance. Nichole Mayo little more than
on received exuRichards
and
's
Fletcher
Decay
was
it
Attack
Since
2 SIMIAN MOBILE DISCO
sat in the front row with her ter.
berant cheers from a couple of
friend Brittany Frailey. "She dog's birthday, they decided to
Sustain Release
n seated in the front
gentleme
doesn't sound like everyone name their duo after the dog,
3 RILO KILEY Under The Blacklight
seemed to embarrass
This
row.
else," said Mayo, going on to Itchy.
4 M.I.A. Kala
duo.
the
ks
dreadloc
in
With Baldwin
say that Allison's voice was
5 CHROME° Fancy Footwork
Delightful harmony abound,
and on acoustic bass and
ul."
"beautif
6 WHITE STRIPES Icky Thump
and Richardson finished
Emery
on
and
goatee
a
with
that
Fletcher
Frailey fully admitted
7 GRAND NATIONAL A Drink And A Quick
with an Amos Lee
set
she would not have come if it drums, Itchy flowed from song their
they had the
seemed
It
Decision
cover.
fashion,
were not for her eager friend, to song in jam band
particular
this
with
fun
most
tunes.
8 COATHANGERS Coathangers
gaps
between
Mayo. "I'm really glad she leaving no
it
Loose,
"Keep
called
song
upon
lingered
Itchy
ly
9 SPOON Ga Ga Ga Ga Ga
Eventual
brought me," said Frailey, "I
it
Tight."
Keep
be
to
y
assumed
Authorit
Port
be
only
can
what
POLO
MARCO
10
loved her voice."
The final performer of the
from
song
theme
11 NO AGE Weirdo Rippers
After playing several origi- the
was Mark Stanley.
evening
the
nal songs, one inspired by an "Inspector Gadget," giving
12 YOU SAY PARTY! WE SAY DIE! Lose All
the only one to use
was
Stanley
psychea
of
episode of "Oprah," another strange sensation
Time
and played
guitar
electric
d.
using sultry tones about her delic childhoo
13 MINUS THE BEAR Planet Of Ice
ad and Jeff
Radiohe
songs
from
wide,
a
in
Baldwin
With
hometown of Chicago and
14 LONELY CHINA DAY Sorrow Tag Team
black,
his
using
,
finally a rather funky acoustic rock n' roll stance, giving the Buckley
15 BANG LIME Best Friends In Love
an
and
g
six-strin
glossy
lick called "Settle Down," occasional hip thrust, Itchy
would
that
16 ARCHITECTURE IN HELSINKI Places Like
ve
falsetto
impressi
ended their set.
Allison wound down her set.
This
Dave Sprague approached impress anyone with functional
pointed out that she
Allison
17 BOSS THE BIG BIT Boss The Big Bit
stage next. Sprague started ears.
the
graduated several years earlier
His final song of the
confidently, strumming his
18 YEAH YEAH YEAHS IS IS
out
mass
a
from Ohio State with
a
in
evening took full advantage of
19 CLOROX GIRLS Jaime Les Filles
communications major. She semi-hollow-bodied guitar
electric effects. Using delays
fashion.
20 WEAKERTHANS Reunion Tour
joked,"Well, I'm kind of com- knowledgeable
conand loops and finishing it off
a
with
began
Sprague
municating with the masses ...
x
with a bit of slide guitar,
Matchbo
of
cover
vincing
via guitar."
vocals,
created a spacey, ambiStanley
solid
With
"Push."
20's
is
special
When asked what
origient
self-jam with lyrics about
about her to get so far in Sprague moved on to an
to
ion" and "hesitation."
"desolat
learning
"Nashville Star" and be where nal song about
relaxing," Stanley
was
"It
end.
deep
she is today, she gave an swim in the
on stage.
time
his
of
thought
said
he
how
asked
When
embarrassed smile and coyly

Acts from Nashville and Orono are
showcased in first two Java Jives
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Rosh Hashanah
By Brett Sowerby

15 .

Crowe and Bale Revive
Western in 3:10 to Yuma

cheerful holiday and would
compare most closely to
Wednesday, Sept. 13, at sun- Thanksgiving, with family and
down, marks the first of the two friends gathering for a feast as
highest holy days in the Jewish well as enjoying sweet foods By Kyle Kernan
faith. Looking at any half-decent like apples dipped in honey to
The Western film has been
calendar, one will notice that symbolize a sweet new year.
virtually non-existent in the
this holiday is Rosh Hashanah.
As important as Rosh
last 5 years. With the exception
While the literal translation is Hashanah is, perhaps the more of "Open Range," in 2003,
and
"head of the year," it is more significant holiday comes next HBO's series "Deadwood," the
commonly known as the Jewish week. Ten days after Rosh genre has moved into extincNew Year.
Hashanah is Yom Kippur, the tion in movie goers' minds, as
"Sevens are very important," most solemn Jewish holy day.
many Westerns nowadays
said Rabbi Barry Krieger of the
Yom Kippur translates to focus on shootouts and blood
on-campus Jewish organization "the day of atonement." It is and leave out the humanistic
Hillel. "Rosh Hashanah is a bib- most known for the twenty-five themes that the genre is built
lically ordained holiday that hours when Jews are to abstain around.
These themes are exempligoes back about 3000 years," from any food or drink.
fied through stories of men on
Krieger continues,"It is the first
On Yom Kippur, participants
the new frontier where law and
day of the seventh month in the are expected to attend religious
morality is hard to find. This
Jewish Calendar."
services for much of the day. gives rise to bold-hearted men
Rosh Hashanah begins at sun- During this time, Jews ask for who stand up for justice when
set. This was the only way for forgiveness for the wrongs they it is nowhere to be found. In
early civilizations to mark the have committed the previous "3:10 to Yuma," you find such
end of one day and the begin- year.
a story line when criminal Ben
ning of another. Krieger points
"We use this holiday as a Wade (Russell Crowe) comes
out that this was "before the chance to review our relation- across cowboy Dan Evans
time of Casio," his favorite ships as well," said Krieger. "It (Christian Bale).
Evans is a Civil War soldier
timepiece.
is a time for connecting with the
who
fought for the North and
Although this holiday shares community." "This is an opporhas come to Arizona seeking
its vernacular name with the tunity for self-evaluation" and a
peace for his family, but finds
western celebration that com- chance to think about how to be nothing but pain and misery.
monly ends in heavy drinking a better person — to become The town's railroad tycoon Russell Crowe takes aim in "3:10 to Yuma." Photo Courtesy of
IMDB.com
and midnight kisses, Rosh more kind to others.
threatens Evans, wanting to
Hashanah is a more solemn fesWhen asked of his personal buy off his land, and his wife burnt-down barn. Evans tells ed from him only by the choictival. Practicing members of the plans for the upcoming holidays, and oldest son see him as a his son, "A man must get by es he makes.
with his words and not his
Jewish community are expected Krieger explains that he intends coward.
Russell Crowe plays one of
In order to compensate for actions."
his most entertaining performto go to temple, pray and reflect to host services in San Antonio,
his grievances and to pay off
The quiet and authoritative ances and Christian Bale as
on the past year. They are to ask Texas.
forgiveness for those they have
"I consider myself a facilita- his debts, Evans decides to Dan Evans becomes a charac- Evans work off each other as
slighted in the past year as well tor," explains Krieger. He hopes take up a job that will give him ter that stands with Shane from they both are forced to quesenough money to pay off the "Shane," or Gary Cooper's tion their livelihoods.
as grant it for those who ask.
to help others understand Jewish
shrewd tycoon.
Marshal Will Kane from "High
Evans leads an honest and
Differences aside, much like history as it pertains to 21st cenThe job is to escort captured Noon." They are average, vul- clean life, Wade points out to
the western holiday, Jews use tury Jewish Americans — what it outlaw Ben Wade through a nerable men who stand up to him, but he still suffers for it.
this holy day to create what means to change.
perilous desert so Wade can get injustice when no one else will, "Isn't it better to lead a life
many might consider New
aboard the Yuma train and and are prime role models for like
asks
this,"
Wade
Year's resolutions.
If you know of an upcoming avoid certain death. Wade is young people who need to lead Evans,who thinks differently
Upon this day of rest, Jews holiday that you think deserves the leader of a band of crimi- honest lives when there is so and speaks of always doing
contemplate the previous year more coverage, e-mail your sug- nals who bring down stage- much temptation to live other- what is hard and right.
Eventually, Evans' example
and how they can better them- gestion to The Maine Campus at coaches and rob anything on wise.
the
Southern
railroad.
What
is
captivating
about
rubs off on Wade, provong that
out
points
that
selves. Krieger
Style@mainecampus.com
Wade
is
brought
into
Evan's
James
Mangold's
crisp
moralieven the wildest of dogs can be
fact,
a
Rosh Hashanah is, in
home, where they wait in order ty tale is how it centers around tamed.
to avoid any of Wade's posse the characters' stories and the
This film is a remake but
organization; while Ofelia's who are looking for him. dichotomy between the right- stands alone as one of the best
has made vast changes, Ramos There, Wade stirs the attention eous man and the outlaw.
Western films I've seen.
is still looking for more to of Evans' oldest son, William,
Ben Wade is a cunning, Christian Bale and Russell
come. Four floors at Ofelia's and begins to flirt with Evans' charming and heartless crimi- Crowe give good reasons for
From Page 13
still remain vacant, but before wife. William soon seeks vio- nal, revealed to have a human the genres immediate revival.
the
community can be granted lence to avenge their family's side similar to Evans, seperatart while not feeling obligated
access, rudimentary tasks like
to travel a long distance.
heating and lighting must be
Since Ofelia's keeps such addressed.
an open-minded philosophy
Luckily, these tasks are not
about what art is and what something that will be left to
media are used, it has encour- just one person. According to
aged a collective of artists to Ramos, anywhere from 10 to
emerge from out of the wood- 20 volunteers manage the shop,
work. "Up Your Culture," a and an estimated minimum of
zine with unfettered doodling 30 people can be called upon to
and collaged pastiches of assist setting up events or with
j
Al:)E
interviews, art, poetry and maintenance. The attitude is so
prose, is a publication that positive that bands performing
Ofelia's MySpace page boasts at Ofelia's do so with close to
Bangor Mall Blvd.,
the art space's presence has little or no monetary compenspawned. A growing supply of sation. "They're looking forNext to the Bangor Cinema
musicians have set up their ward to coming here and playExit 186 off 1-95
practice spaces in various ing again," Ramos said.
nooks and crannies of the
While the end goal of havCheck out our full menu on the web
building, while artists special- ing the entire building devoted
61' www.orientaljade.com
izing in video have plans to act to showcasing artists' works
out their cinematic dreams in seems far off, Ramos seems
•
the confines of Ofelia's walls.
happy with the state of Ofelia's
Ramos stressed that while
repertoire. "I just want people
there is an expanding network
exposed to art and
of volunteers looking to get to be
he said.
music,"
involved, Ofelia's is still seek"You're not going to think
ing artistic material for future
(EXPIRES 9 21O7)
art shows. He also hopes to that Bangor is a cultural
find a grant-writer who could wasteland anymore," added
facilitate more money into the Burnham.

Ofelia's

41. No one knows
MENTAL hare(to partylike
• ta a•el
Choose your favorite dishes from
our take-out menu or party down
with one of our crowd pleasing

party-platters-to-go!

I

FREE DELIVERY FOR CAMPUS
ORDERS OF$25 OR MORE
WITH THIS COUPON

Call 947-6969 for Or.no, Old Town and campus deliveries.
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Lopsided defeat at hands of UConn shows roomfor improvement
from page 20
mage, just 48 seconds into the
game, when linebacker Scott
Lutrus intercepted redshirt sophomore Michael Brusko's pass
and returned it 25 yards for the
score.
"The touchdown return gave
them a huge spark early and
excited their crowd," said head
coach Jack Cosgrove, whose
squad falls to 1-1 on the season
and 1-5 all-time against the
Bowl Subdivision. "We needed
to get off to a great start and didn't."
After a field goal early in the
second quarter made it 10-0 in
favor of the home team, the
Black Bears and Huskies played
to a stalemate until the final two
minutes of the first half. Guiding
UConn 65 yards on nine plays,
Lorenzen capped off the drive
with six seconds left in the half,
throwing a 6-yard touchdown
pass to Terrence Jeffers to make
it 17-0 going into the intermission.
"The two-minute drive created a tough hole fol us to battle
back from," Cosgrove said.
"Had we got out of the half at
• 10-0, we might have built up
some momentum and confidence for the second half."
With no momentum going
into the second half of play,
UMaine got down further in the
third quarter as Lorenzen once
again hooked up with Jeffers on
a 2-yard touchdown pass and
then called his own number and
ran one in from two yards out to Thanks to University of Maine Defenders, Quarterback Michael
make it 31-0.
Brusko is clear and safe to make the pass, despite efforts by the
"They were bigger and Monmouth Hawks to shut him down, at last Saturday's season opener.
stronger up front," said senior
linebacker and tri-captain John
Wormuth. "They had a great
"We need to improve on playing [with]
quarterback and running back [that] played fast and
more discipline on defense and not trying to
made good plays against us."
Running back Lou Allen wrapped up the scoring in do too much," said Wormuth, whose defense
the fourth quarter for the Huskies, who played their sec- was led by fellow linebacker Andrew
ond team most of the final frame, on a 31-yard run, Downey, who wound up with a game-high
13 tackles. "Our problem isn't playing physmaking the score 38-0.
"UConn is a very physical team," Cosgrove said of ical or playing fast, [but] we just need to
the Huskies, who have 85 scholarship players on their play [with] more discipline and execute."
While their philosophy is simple —
roster compared to just 60 for the UMaine squad.
every week — Cosgrove stressed the
improve
the
beginning,
the
from
lopsided
was
score
the
While
Black Bears did get to see redshirt freshman Adam same principles heading into next week as
Farkes line up under center as he and Brusko split time they work toward their goal of winning their
at quarterback. While he went 8-for-15 with 64 yards conference.
"We must continue to improve as a football team,"
and was intercepted once, he ended up being UMaine's
said. Our offensive production has not been
Cosgrove
Coach
carries.
eight
on
yards
26
with
rusher
leading
Cosgrove cited it was the experience that counts in the good,[and] we need to balance our play pass ratio and
success rate."
case of Farkes and the other young players.
While Brusko remains the No. 1 quarterback, the
"Many of our younger players got much-needed
Bears must improve in the passing game heading
Black
Cosgrove
crowd,"
game experience in front of a large
into the conference opener. Without a passing threat the
said. "This will pay dividends for us down the road."
While the Black Bears gave up 31 points on defense opposition will continue to put more defenders in the
and wound up with only seven first downs in the game, box in an effort to stop the run.
"I think we played fast and physical throughout all
they remain optimistic heading into their Colonial
quarters," said junior running back Jhamal
four
Villanova.
at
Athletic Association opener next Saturday
who was held to just 24 yards rushing on 11
Fluellen,
at
season
the
of
win
first
their
off
coming
is
Villanova
carries after he ran for 125 yards and a touchdown in the
in-state rival Lehigh
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CLASSIFIEDS
Rooms for Rent
2 min. walk from UMO
$400.00 all utilities included
866-7888 grad students
To submit your classified ad, please call us at 581-1271
or visit our office, 131 Memorial Union.
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season-opening victory over Monmouth."I give a lot of
credit to our defense [because] they played their hearts
out,[but] we couldn't get anything going [on offense]."
One thing that's for certain is that UMaine will come
out and try to enforce their physical nature against
Villanova, who is in their conference opener as well as
home opener.
"Our defense for the most [part] executed our assignments and did a rather good job," said Wormuth. "Our
offense is getting better every week and I feel this coming weekend our offense is going to have a breakout
game."

Club
from page 20
quarter.
With the victory the Black Bears improve
to 1-0 on the season and sit in second place in

the Eastern Division behind the
Massachusetts Fury, who sit at 3-0.
The Black Bears will be at home this
weekend to take on the Central Maine
Waniors, 1-2, whom they beat in last year's
Eastern Final, 7-0. The stage is set for
Saturday, Sept. 15 at 7 p.m. at Alfond
Stadium.
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Yale's Bulldogs sweep women's
volleyball team at invitational
By Danielle Young
The University of Maine volleyball squad fell to 1-10 on the
season after being swept in both Yale Invitational matches this
past weekend in New Haven, Conn.
In the first match,UMaine squared up against the University
of Rhode Island Rams. URI came away with a triumphant 3-0
(21-30, 20-30,30-32) victory over the Black Bears.
For UMaine,junior Lindsay Allman led the way with nine
kills, while first year Paige Tortorello recorded 16 assists. Third
year Ashlee Wright also tallied 13 digs for the Black Bears.
For the University of Rhode Island, Kaira Kachadurian
recorded 26 assists and 13 digs. Kayla Newberg added nine

kills in the URI attack.
In the second match of the day, Maine fell short to Yale, the
hosts of the tournament,by a score of 3-0(16-30,22-30,21-30).
Lindsay Allman once again led the Black Bears with eight kills
and six digs, while third year Jessica Wolfenden added 13
assists.
Ally Mendenhall of the Yale Bulldogs contributed 38 assists
on the day, while teammate Alexis Crusey tacked on 11 kills and
10 digs.
The Black Bears will continue on the road this weekend with
a tournament in URI. The team will return home on Sept. 22for
an exhibition match against New Brunswick.

The Web site http:// www.stophazing.org sets up six
simple questions to determine if something is hazing: Is
alcohol involved? Will active or current members of the
group refuse to participate with the new members and
from page 20
do exactly what they're being asked to do? Does the
"It's over with."
activity risk emotional or physical abuse? Is there risk
Waters told the Portland Press Herald for an Aug. 21 of injury or a question of safety? Do you have any reserarticle that she and her teammates had been victims of vation describing the activity to your parents, to a professor or University official? Would you object to the
the hazing, not ringleaders or participants.
"I am now considered guilty of hazing because I did activity being photographed for the school tewspaper or
not leave the party or tell someone of authority about filmed by the local TV news crew?
it," Waters told the Herald. "I would or could never
The site states that if the answer to any of these queshave done that. I keep asking myself, if a crime was tions is "yes," then the activity is probably hazing.
committed against me, am I guilty of
Similar Web sites have made it their
that crime if I do not report it?"
charge to eradicate hazing from colAs a result of the team's suspension,
lege campuses. Some of their methods
"I keep asking myself, ifa are more direct and controversial than
the Black Bears will not be allowed to
practice until one week after the time
others. For example, http:,, www.ncaacrime was committed against hazing.com
they normally start, which usually falls
scours other sites like
in mid-January. None of the team's fall
me, am Iguilty ofthat crime Facebook, Photobucket and MySpace
practices or events have been affected.
looking for pictures of teams or groups
ifI do not report it?" participating in activities that they see
The entire team will also need to
perform 20 hours of community servas falling under the definition of hazAshley Waters ing. They then notify local newspapers
ice and attend an anti-hazing nnd alcoJunior and the team's school of the photohol education program.
The university cited violations of
graphs in an effort to prompt the
both the student-athlete conduct code
school to take action and, according to
and the general code of conduct as the
the Web site's mission statement, force
reasons for the suspensions. However, they could not the NCAA to enact "emergency anti-hazing legislation."
reveal the specifics of the violations and which players
"Some consider hazing as bonding and good-times.
were involved because of federal privacy laws. Hazing It isn't. Hazing is clearly defined. Hazing is illegal.
is prohibited in both documents.
Hazing has killed," reads the site's mission statement.
During their investigation, UMaine student conduct
The University of Maine has an anti-hazing program
officials interviewed nine people involved with the team for all of its sports teams. All student-athletes receive
and the party.
anti-hazing training during their beginning of the year
"It was clear [from the interviews] that there was meeting and receive individualized training as the year
what we would call subtle hazing — that is that there was goes on. Coaches get even more specialized training.
an expectation that people would participate, that there School officials have said they will be looking at teams
was an expectation that to be fully involved and accept- and their conduct more closely.
ed on the team you had to be involved," said Dean of
"They're bright, capable, confident students
Students Robert Dana. "Also, the younger people were first, and they're all tremendous athletes second," Dana
required to dress up and to paint their faces and to per- said of the softball players who were involved in the
form skits at the request and advice of older players."
party. "But here they are posing in pictures that make
The investigation uncovered that parties like this them look like they're just silly, out-of-control people
have been held every year since at least 2004.
who aren't thinking, and that's not them."
The University of Maine System policy manual
"Anytime you exercise power over someone
defines hazing as "any action taken or situation created and you, as part of that exercise, expect them to do
recklessly or intentionally by an organization or with things that could be silly, that could be physical, anythe knowledge or consent of any organization — to pro- thing that you do that's intimidation or harassment [...]
duce mental or physical discomfort, embarrassment, it's hazing," Dana said. "There are a lot better ways to
harassment, or ridicule to any member or prospective form groups and group bonds. Hazing is a very slippery
member, or violation of law."
slope, and it can be very dangerous."

Softball

just one week earlier.
When Waters was
asked via e-mail to
comment on the punishments she responded,

Football
6pm,Sat., Sept. 13,
Villanova, PA
vs.Villanova

Field Hockey
10am, Sat., Sept. 13,
Providence, RI
vs. Brown
2pm,Sun., Sept. 16,
Hamden, CT
vs. Quinnipiac

Women's Volleyball
7pm, Fri., Sept. 14,
Kingston, RI
vs. Rhode Island

Club Football
7pm,Sat., Sept. IS,
Alfond Stadium
vs. Central ME Warriors

Men's Soccer
3pm,Thurs., Sept. 13,
Providence, RI
vs. Brown

Women's Soccer
7pm, Fri., Sept. 14,
Buffalo, NY
vs. Buffalo
10:30am, Sun., Sept. 16,
Buffalo, NY
vs. St.John 'S

Men's Cross Country
10am, Sat., Sept. IS,
Amherst, MA

Prevent suicide.
lilreat depression.
Learn the signs of depression and you might be able
to save the life of someone you love. To find out more
call 1-888-511-SAVE today.

save.

Suicide Awareness Voices of Education TM

www.save.org

Women's Cross
Country
10am, Sat., Sept. 15,
Amherst, MA
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NFL First Week
Roundup
By Daniel Bartlett
It was an action-packed opening weekend to the NFL regular
season with prime-time performances and teams establishing
themselves as forces to be reckoned with. There were recordbreaking performances, severe
injuries, and the always- entertaining Chad Jackson.
The Indianapolis Colts opened
the 2007-2008 season for the NFL
on Thursday night with a lopsided
41-10 victory over the New
Orleans Saints. The defending
Super Bowl champs looked beatable as they entered halftime tied
at 10-10 but it was Peyton
Manning who set the pace in the
second half, marching his team
down the field for two quick
touchdowns by Marvin Harrison
and Joseph Addai. Manning finished the game with 288 yards and
threw for three touchdowns, two
of which were to Reggie Wayne.
Sunday brought outstanding
performances, a game winner and
a possible career-ending injury. In
a close game between the Buffalo
Bills and the Denver Broncos,
tight end Kevin Everett of the Bills
tackled Broncos Domenik Hixon
but jammed his head awkwardly
against axon's helmet and shoulder. Everett collapsed to the
ground and early prognosis gave
little hope for recovery and left
him paralyzed. Ile has since
undergone surgery and begun to
move his legs and doctors are
expecting he should be able to
walk again. The game ended with
a game-winning 42-yard field
goal as time expired by Broncos
kicker Jason Ham to give the
Broncos the 15-14 win.
The New England Patriots also
won their much-anticipated opener against the New York Jets.
Many were waiting to see what
the Super Bowl favorites would
have to offer with Richard
Seymour on the six-week disabled
list, Rodney Harrison suspended
for one game for violating the
league's substance abuse policy,
and how Randy Moss would fair
in his first game as a Patriot.
Brady, Moss and company did
not disappoint as Brady finished
with 297 yards and threw for three

touchdowns, while Moss finished
with 183 yards and a touchdown
in the 38-14 vvin. Ellis Ilobbs had
a record-breaking play when he
returned a kickoff for 108 yards to
mark the longest kickoff return in
NFL history.
Sunday night continued the fun
with the Dallas Cowboys battling
the rival New York Giants and
both teams established themselves
contenders.
legitimate
as
Quarterback Tony Romo had 345
yards on the night, threw for 3
touchdowns, and ran one in himself. Giants quarterback Eli
Manning had 312 yards and threw
for four touchdowns before leaving late in the game with a bruised
shoulder. Three of Manning's
touchdown passes were caught by
Plaxico Burress who had 144
yards on the evening but it was not
enough, as the Cowboys defeated
the Giants 45-35.
Monday Night Football
returned with a wild game of *turnovers and injuries between the
Cincinnati Bengals and the
Baltimore Ravens. Baltimore's
Ray Lewis made a play on
T.J.
Cincinnati's
Iloushmandzadeh at the beginning of the game and injured his
arm. On the following play Chad
Johnson caught a 39-yard touchdown pass from Carson Palmer
and celebrated by putting on a
long coat with an inscription on
the back that read "Futurell.OL
207?." FLO.E standing for Hall of
Fame. Players from both teams
cramped up through out the game
but it was the Bengals who held
on to win 27-20 after intercepting
a potential game tying touchdown
pass that bounced off Baltimore
reciever Todd Heap and into the
hands of Cincinnati's Michael
Myers.
Elsewhere around the league it
was Pittsburgh over Cleveland 347. Tennessee beat Jacksonville
beat
Greenbay
13-10.
Philadelphia 16-13. Carolina beat
St. Louis 27-13. Washington beat
Miami 16-13. Houston beat
Kansas City 20-3. Minnesota beat
Atlanta 2.4-3. San Diego beat
Chicago 14-3. Detroit beat
Oakland 36-21. Seattle beat
Tampa Bay 20-6. and San
Francisco beat Arizona 20-17.

Soccer
from page 20
great season.
The team is stacked with
young talent including six
first-years and seven sophomores, one of whom is
starting goalie Nemanja,
Kostic from New Belgrade,
Serbia. With one shutout
and two starts allowing one

goal a piece, the Black have had 30 shots, 15 of
Bears are getting the kind which were on goal, whereof experience they need as their opponents have
from their younger players. had 59 shots, 30 of them on
Alex Rickett, a first year, goal. However, the Black
has the team's only goal, Bears lead in one area and
and on Sunday, first year that area is fouls.
Maine has out-fouled
Thomas McCole led the
their opponents 53 to 46, 4
team with three shots.
The younger talent is of them resulting in yellow
stepping up. Since the start cards. The UMaine men's
of the season, the team has soccer team will play today
constantly been out shot by at 3 p.m. against Brown
their opponents. In four University in Providence,
games the Black Bears RI.

If you're interested in getting published
and expanding your portfolio contact
Nick McCrea on FirstClass.

Time for a warning you may not know.
While some heart attacks can be sudden and intense,

Old Town Bowling Center
156 Center Street
Old Town, Maine 04468
it
Tel: 207-827-2874

most start slowly, with mild pain and discomfort.
Learn the warning signs. If you experience one or
more of these signs, call 9-1-1 immediately.

Wednesday Night U of M Candlepin League
5-person teams - Any combination of ladies & men

Cost:

$9.00
Weekly

$7.00
Bowling

$2.00
Kiddy

Rental Shoes Included
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Anyone bowling in the
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can practice anytime, but Saturday nights cost $1.00 per game
or 2 hours for $7.00

UNCOMFORTABLE PRESSURE,SQUEEZING, FULLNESS,
OR PAIN IN THE CENTER OF THE CHEST THAT LASTS MORE
THAN A FEW MINUTES OR GOES AWAY AND COMES BACK
PAIN OR DISCOAWORT IN ONE Oft BOTH ARMS,
THE BACK, NECK,JAW, OR STOMACH.
SHORTNESS OF BREATH WITH OR WITHOUT
CHEST DISCOMFORT
OTHER SIGNS SUCH AS BREAKING OUT IN A COLD SWEAT.
NAUSEA. OR LIGHTHEADEDNESS,

10 LEARN MORE VISIT AMERICANHEART.ORG
OR CAI I 1-800-AMA-USA-1
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Eye on the Ball
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Football
9/8
9/1

UM
Connecticut
UM
Monmouth

38
21
14

Record: 2-1-0

Field Hockey
9/8
9/1

UM
Northwestern
UM
Syracuse

a

3
1
3
4

Record: 1-4-0

Women's Volleyball
9/8
9/8
9/7

Holly Barber + The Maine Campus
Maine Field Hockey player Wire Dineen and a Northwestern team member rush to the ball in Saturday's game. Maine
beat Northwestern 3-1.

Maine field hockey defeats
Northwestern despite illnesses

UM
Rhode Island
UM
Yale
UM
Sacred Heart

0
3
0
3
3
1

Record: 1-9-0

Club Football
9/9

UM
Exeter, NH

40
6

Record: 1-0-0
By Candace Daley

the clock, shot UMaine's final goal of the game. Rebecca
Giroux remained in the goal throughout the whole game,
The University of Maine field hockey team, now 1-4, making eight saves for UMaine.
The second half was scoreless for UMaine, with an unasovertook the Northwestern University Wildcats with a 3-0
sisted goal from Northwestem's Alex Quinn off her own
win on Saturday, Sept. 8.
"Today,I think, was a whole group effort. We've had peo- rebound at 10:11. Emily Kyle made seven saves in goal for
ple who are sick with the flu and didn't play today and key Northwestern.
UMaine's hard work finally paid off this weekend.
players on our team who didn't play. Other people had to
"Weakness
being we don't have a lot of experience and we
their
roles
and
step
up. Everyone did that at various
pick up
parts of the game when they needed to,” coach Josette talked about how weakness can be strengths at the same
time. It depends on the given day and how you choose your
Babineau said.
Starting off strong in the first half, Maine's first-year attitude about it," Babineau said.
defenseman Maire Dineen faced the goalie one-on-one for
UMaine will be on the road playing Brown University on
the first goal of the game, unassisted, in the first five min- Saturday, Sept. 15 at noon. "Brown will be a battle. They're
utes. Making her first career point,junior forward Brooke physical; they're big; they're strong," Babineau said.
Anderson tipped in a shot on the near post with an assist UMaine will also be
playing Quinnipiac Sunday, Sept. 16 at
from first year Courtney Veinotte at 16:50.
noon.
Veinotte, assisted by Jackie D'Amato with 5:20 left on
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An eye doctor
can see things
you can't.
•

AARly
Check Yearly 011111011°.
See Clearly.

One in three adults over
40 has a vision problem —
and many don't even know
it. That's because many
vision problems have no
warning signs. An eye doctor
can identify serious vision
and health conditions before
you can. For the latest information on vision health, visit
checkyearly.com. A public
service message from the
Vision Council of America
and AARP.

Men's Soccer
9/9
9/7
9/5

UM
Northwestern
UM
Harvard
UM
Holy Cross

0
4
0
1
0
1

Record: 2-5-0

Women's Soccer
9/9
9/7

9/2

UM
William & Mary
UM
Virginia
Commonwealth
University
UM
Rhode Island

2

Record: 0-4-3
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NFL season is here! Record-breaking plays
and big scores from the first kickoffs.
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Three UM softball players suspended
Team on three:
yearprobation.following hating investigation
By Nicholas McCrea
The University of Maine softball squad has been
suspended from practice for one week at the onset of
the 2008 season and placed on probation until May 31
of the 2010 season. Three of its members will sit out
for at least the first two games this season following a
one-month investigation by the school into possible
hazing during team parties.
UMaine handed down the punishments on Aug. 15,
about one month after a watchdog group, ncaahazing,
posted pictures on their Web site of 2005 and 2006
off-campus "rookie parties." At these parties, members of the softball team including the three suspend-

A hearty
effort

ed players, who were dressed in costumes and heavy
makeup, were photographed drinking from alcohol
containers and making lewd gestures. When
http:/iwww.ncaahazing.com, which is not associated
with the NCAA, posted the pictures, they forwarded
the link to the Bangor Daily News, who published a
story about the incident the next day. UMaine started
their investigation soon after.
"The message here is clear: we will not tolerate this
kind of behavior," UMaine Athletic Director Blake
James said in an Aug. 15 press release. Junior
Courtney Gingrich received a 10-game suspension
and juniors Ashley Waters and Jenna Balent were each
suspended for two games. Gingrich and Waters were

Gingrich

Waters

Balent

stripped of their captaincies, which they were picked
to take on this season.
In May 2007, ESPN the Magazine named Waters to
its Academic All-District Second Team and the NCAA
designated her to its America-East All-Academic team
See SOFTBALL on page 17

An Army ofDavids

Footballteam loses
uphillbattle
By Adam Clark
Coming into Saturday night's
game, the University of Maine
Black Bear football team knew
they had to play their best game
to win. They were playing the
role of David as they took on
Goliath, the University of
Connecticut of the Bowl
Subdivision, formerly known as
Division 1-A. If the Black Bears
were thinking back to 2004's
upset of Mississippi State on the
road, UConn, a former Yankee
Conference rival of UMaine,
quickly crushed those dreams.
Led by quarterback Tyler
Lorenzen and a defense that
limited UMaine's offense to just
152 total yards, the Huskies of
the Big East raced out of the
gates and never looked back,
defeating the Black Bears 38-0
in front of 35,413 fans at
Rentschler Field.
UConn (2-0) took a 7-0 lead
on the second play from scrimSee LOPSIDED on page 16

Holly Barber•The Maine Campus
The UMaine Black Bears spill onto the football field to return to their seven-point lead at the beginning of the third quarter at their first home
game of the year. UMaine defeated Monmouth University 21-14 in the season opener.

UM win over Gamblers a 'sure bet' Improved men's soccer
Footballclub looks moreprondsing than everatstart ofsecondseason
By Alex Leonard
The University of Maine Tackle Football Club started its second season with a 40-6 victory over the Exeter
Gamblers on Sunday.
Coming off a tough loss in last year's Northeast
Independent Football LPague (NIFL) championship
game,the Black Bears looked like serious contenders as
they scored 40 unanswered points.
After being named last year's Offensive Player of the
Year,UMaine Quarterback Brett Davison threw for two
touchdowns and had a key completion to set up Maine's

third touchdown.
'We're going to keep getting better and better. We
have a great group of guys this year," said Davison, a
third-year public management major and second-year
club football quarterback.
'We have great leadership this year; we're going to
be better than ever before," Davison added.
UMaine's special teams were also impressive in the
win,as Kyle Harrington returned a kick-off 81 yards to
tie the score early in the second quarter. Tony Poulin
contributed with a three- yard punt return in the third
See CLUB on page 16

squad starts out strong
By Seth Poplaski
After the University of
Maine men's soccer team
ended last year's season
with a 0-18 record, the
Black Bears hope for a
more promising season this
year. Although the UMaine
men's soccer team was off
to a 1-3 start, the future for
their team looks bright.

The team won their season
opener in an overtime battle against the University
of Massachusetts.
The combination of senior veterans, like captain
Kiaran McCormack from
Dundalk, Ireland, and the
talent of the first and second years could ensure a
See SOCCER on page 18

